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Introduction
Candidates and their teachers continue to respond well to this exam and have built on the

knowledge, experience and hard work of previous years. Many candidates engaged enthusiastically

with their texts and were confident in addressing the specific assessment objectives and in

managing their time successfully. This paper makes many demands on candidates with all the

assessment objectives being assessed across the two sections. In Section A, candidates are

presented with a named poem from their anthology and a given theme but they must then select a

suitable poem from those they have studied with which to compare it and fulfill the demands of

AO4. A majority of candidates demonstrated a good understanding of the anthology and were able

to choose wisely and pertinently. In Section B, the four assessment objectives are assessed in two

separate strands and candidates need to balance their content accordingly. In the majority of cases

candidates demonstrated a good understanding of relevant contextual factors and were able to

include them in their answers.

Section A

Most candidates had prepared the poems carefully although some examiners remarked that a few

candidates seemed to be approaching the poems almost as unseens. However, the majority were

well prepared and had clearly been taught techniques for connecting poems so that there were

fewer answers where candidates wrote about the two poems more or less separately. Examiners

noted that in some cases, candidates seem to have chosen a prepared poem that they wished to

write about whatever the given theme; in these cases links were often tenuous and did not always

address the question. The bullet points below the question are there to remind candidates of

points they may wish to cover in their response; they are not intended to provide an essay plan.

Too often, weaker answers concentrated on a listing of features such as enjambment, caesura,

stanza length or particular choices of punctuation without linking them to the actual impact or

meaning of the poem - or to the question itself. The best answers analysed the effects created

through the poet's use of language rather than just observing it, for example picking up that the

personification of the handkerchiefs in 'Material' added to the submissive nature of motherhood

presented by the poet, whereby even inanimate objects demanded actions and attention. The

second question was less popular but provided a range of lively answers, with the better

candidates engaging with the nuances of the first-person narrative. Weaker answers slipped into

storytelling mode, or demonstrated a weakness of understanding of a first-person narrative, often

mistaking the speaker for the poet and focusing solely on the use of the first-person pronoun.

Section B

Generally candidates had prepared their texts thoroughly and on the whole were able to balance

the demands of the two separate assessment strands. The better candidates also were able to

integrate contextual material into their overall argument, rather than present it in a couple of

separate paragraphs. Although there is no requirement to name and quote critics to fulfil the

demands of AO5, candidates who did so judiciously tended to show more engagement and a

greater holistic awareness. However, some weaker answers identified critical views and named

critics but made no use of them to extend or develop their argument. Centres are reminded that

candidates can very successfully cover the demands of A05 by developing their own alternative

readings and responding to the given proposition, which is there to stimulate debate. Moreover it is

important that candidates do not ignore the question itself which directs candidates to consider the

writer's presentation of the given character or theme and thus to focus on the writer's craft.

Weaker responses engaged too directly with the proposition, and did not always address the

question. In a minority of cases, candidates barely touched on either the question or the

proposition, reproducing a prepared answer that did not fulfil the requirements of the question.

Centres are reminded that candidates who received the highest marks addressed both the
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question and the proposition. Examiners noted that the best candidates utilised introductions and

conclusions effectively, with introductions that demonstrated a thesis within a couple of sentences

that was developed throughout the response, and conclusions that drew the essay to a close

without summarising everything that was just written. It was also noted that some candidates

answers were relatively brief and were not addressing a wide enough range of references from the

play to demonstrate clear understanding of the writer's craft and how meanings are shaped.
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Question 1 

This was by some way the more popular question in Section A, possibly because the named poem

appeared straightforward or perhaps because there seemed to be obvious choices for comparison

in ‘Effects’ or ‘On Her Blindness’, which were certainly the poems chosen by a large number of

candidates. Other choices, such as ‘To My Nine Year Old Self’ ‘An Easy Passage’ and ‘Genetics’ did

have the potential to work well, though there was a feeling that sometimes candidates chose these

because they knew the poems well. The question asked about loss, with ‘Effects’ working especially

well as the paired poem – the starting/end points of material objects forming the link with each

parent, was helpful as a focus. The contrasts between the different relationships of child to parent,

and the generational gaps, worked well. ‘On Her Blindness’ was not quite as successful, but there

was some effective writing on the humour/pathos of the mother trying to ignore her condition, and

some insightful reading of the son’s self-criticism. The use of direct speech in 'On Her Blindness'

and 'Material' was a productive link to explore. The majority of candidates made clear points,

highlighting how the theme of loss was portrayed but many failed to elaborate further upon AO2,

not really developing any analysis of linguistic or structural features in any detail. Many did not get

far beyond discussing the hanky/tissue contrast, although those who explored the speaker’s

comparison of different parenting practices and nostalgia for a lost way of life, often did so

thoughtfully. Candidates did explore verse form, finding the general contrast between 'Material'

and their chosen poem easy to describe but the rhyming and structure of 'Material' was often left

vague. A surprising number of candidates thought that Ros Barber was male, which meant some

points about motherhood were missed.
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The candidate has made general links between the

poems but has no overall argument to make as to

how loss is presented in the poems and so talks in

generalities such as "negative things". There is a

surface understanding of the poems, but no real

analysis of the writer's craft. The candidate

continued to make general links and points

throughout the response and so remained in Level

2.
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Make a clear link between the poems at the start

of the response. Ensure there are a range of

references from the poems and that there is

analysis of the writer's craft.
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As a contrast here is a good level 4 response where the candidate has made specific links between

the poems and created an argument in the opening paragraph. They then go on to analyse the

writer's craft and move beyond general comments on events in the poems to demonstrate effective

understanding of the writer's craft.
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The candidate opens confidently, linking the

poems from the outset and making a clear

argument as to how loss is presented in the

poems. A range of references are used from the

poems, and there is evidence of understanding of

the writer's craft and how meanings are shaped in

the poems.

Construct a consistent argument and use a range

of references from the poems to develop ideas.

Use secure expression and choose language

carefully to demonstrate understanding.
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Question 2 

For more able candidates this question worked well, with better essays picking up on the narrative

voice as a key element of poetry and exploring the way it brought in other elements. However,

some candidates found it challenging to address the question of how the poets use the first person

narrative voice – they mostly simply talked about what the narrator thought/felt etc. Some popular

choices to link the poem to were ‘Eat Me’, ‘To My Nine Year Old Self’ and ‘Chainsaw Versus the

Pampas Grass’. There was a tendency for some candidates to frame a response which really just

retold the narrative of the poem, alongside a chosen poem for comparison, with the only focus

being on the pronoun ‘I’.
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This candidate has not really understood the

question and so has struggled to make any

meaningful comment other than a general point

that both poems use first-person narrative. The

candidate then goes on to show some

understanding of the poems, but this sits on the

surface by commenting on straightforward

elements of the poems.

Ensure you understand the question before

embarking on the answer. Develop an overview of

the poems in your introduction beyond general

points. Avoid using empty phrases such as

"language, themes and imagery" and instead be

specific about the writer's use of these in the

poems you are writing about.
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As a contrast, this opening paragraph, from a level 4 response, shows a good understanding of the

question, and has developed a good argument to follow throughout the response.

The candidate has made a confident introduction

that demonstrates a good understanding of the

narrative frame of the poems chosen, and how the

first-person narrative emphasises a division

between the speaker and the rest of the world.

This confident argument was supported by a good

choice of second poem in 'Please Hold'.
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Question 3 

Candidates generally responded well to this question, and found the proposition statement a good

starting point to frame their argument, with some evaluation of the degree to which Faustus is an

agent of his own downfall. The most secure responses located analysis within a contextual

framework, drawing on knowledge of morality and mystery plays, religious dissent and Marlowe's

own stated beliefs. Better responses looked not only at actions and stage directions but also at the

ways in which language and syntax communicated hubris and later desperation. Weaker

candidates tended to narrate and retell the story of Faustus, without any comment on the writer's

craft, presenting the character as a real person rather than a construct. Some examiners also noted

that there were a number of learned introductions to this answer, with general comments on

contextual information that was not relevant to the question.
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This is a consistent response from the candidate

who demonstrates a secure understanding of the

play. They have used the proposition statement to

shape their own argument and have successfully

interweaved contextual factors and alternative

readings into their answer. To move on from a

secure level 4 answer, the candidate could have

focused on the question - namely the dramatic

presentation of Faustus - as there could be more

exploration of the character, beyond the pertinent

comments on the contemporary audience

reaction.

Use contextual information to support your points,

not as stand alone and learned paragraphs. Make

sure that AO5 is addressed by constructing an

argument and offering alternative readings. Do not

overlook the question and miss out on the drama

of the text and your exploration of AO2.
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Question 4 

This was not as popular as question 3, but also produced a wide-range of responses. Candidates

generally respond very well to Doctor Faustus and to the proposition statement; however, the idea

of ‘dramatic presentation’ was not really looked at but ‘forces for good’ was dealt with effectively

with contextual evidence for support.This was a good opportunity to discuss minor characters. The

Good Angel was generally considered rather weak, allowing the Bad Angel the better lines and the

last word; God himself came in for criticism for not making more effort to intervene in Faustus’

deception by Mephistopheles, although more sophisticated answers were aware of the importance

of free will in Christian theology; the Old Man was considered the main exception to the statement

in the question, and this was generally an effectively made argument.
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This candidate has produced an effective and

consistent argument, using both the question and

the proposition statement to explore the forces for

good in the play.
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Question 5 

Unfortunately, few centres chose The Duchess of Malfi, as their chosen text. Most candidates chose

to answer on Ferdinand, with weaker candidates commenting and explaining on his character and

the main events of the play. Better responses did make use of the proposition statement to help

shape their argument. Most candidates were able to demonstrate some understanding of the

historical and literary context.
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The candidate has responded well to the

proposition statement, but has not rooted their

points in the text or the writer's craft. There is a

good knowledge of the play, but without probing

the text in more detail, it does not demonstrate

clear understanding of the writer's craft.

Avoid re-telling the story when answering

character questions. Make sure you are analysing

the writer's craft and exploring the dramatic

presentation of the character. Support all your

points with direct references to the text.
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Question 6 

There were fewer responses to this question, although candidates who did respond to this

question generally found themselves engaging more strongly with AO2 because of the nature of

the question. Better answers engaged with both the proposition and the question. Some

candidates struggled to integrate contextual factors into their answer, which is a shame as the

question lends itself to explorations of the form of tragedy.
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This candidate makes a clear exploration of

appearance and reality in the play - focusing on the

character of Bosola - and demonstrates clear

understanding of Webster's dramatic use of

disguise. To develop this answer into a more

secure level 4 or above, the candidate could have

engaged with the statement in more depth,

particularly to improve their use and

understanding of contextual factors and different

interpretations.
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Question 7 

Unfortunately no centres appeared to have studied The Home Place and no responses were seen.

Question 8 

Unfortunately no centres appeared to have studied The Home Place and no responses were seen.

Question 9 

Candidates found this an attractive question; many wrote well about the sisters’ relationship

although some focused on each sister’s character rather than the relationship itself; there were

many well-supported arguments showing the difficulties for Stella in supporting Blanche, with good

use of context – the more sophisticated responses recognised that Stella’s situation is complex, that

it isn’t a simple question of women having no rights in post-war America, and that Blanche was

partly responsible for the breakdown in the relationship. However, quite a few answers ignored the

statement in the question and just wrote about the relationship itself – conversely, at the bottom

end there were a few responses that interpreted “Stella could have done more” in a very literal way.

Candidates continue to use biographical information about Williams, even if it is not particularly

relevant to the question. More successful candidates focused on relevant historical and social

context, though weaker candidates slipped into rehearsed answers about old and new America,

without focusing on the question or the statement. Likewise, some candidates focused on Blanche

and Stanley's relationship without linking it closely enough to the relationship between the sisters,

or wrote about the characters separately. There was also a tendency for candidates to focus on too

few events and references from the play, often feeling rehearsed and not relevant to the question -

particularly when it came to analysing the opening scene.
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This candidate creates a strong argument as to the

inevitabilty of Blanche's downfall being due to her

own vulnerable mental state. There is a strong

engagement with the statement and the candidate

has produced a clear and consistent exploration of

the characters. However, a clearer focus on the

question and the dramatic presentation of the

relationship between Blanche and Stella, would

have been rewarded at the top end of level 4 or

above.

Focus on both the statement and the question

itself to ensure you cover all Assessment

Objectives - especially AO2.
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This candidate engaged well with the text and

produced a lively response that showed a good

understanding of the events. However, there was

not enough focus on the text or use of references

to support their ideas, and despite the candidate

using the phrase "Williams' dramatic presentation",

they actually wrote about the characters as if they

were real and not constructs. This turned their

response into a surface reading of Blanche and

Stanley's relationship, rather than a focus on the

dramatic presentation of the sisters' relationship.
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Question 10 

This question produced a wide range of responses, with some excellent analysis of the community

of Elysian Fields. It also encouraged students to look at peripheral characters and this brought

about a depth of analysis. There were a few excellent discussions of the varied minor characters, of

the setting itself as part of the presentation of community. Some argued that Elysian Fields is not

harsh for those who thrive there eg. Stanley, Steve and Eunice, and even Stella, and that the setting

and stage effects eg. sounds etc. help to create more of a warm and accepting atmosphere, except

for Blanche, who brings her outcast status with her – the most sophisticated relating this to Greek

Tragedy and even noting Williams’s elegiac tendencies and the epigraph. There were also some

interesting discussions of a community that seemed superficially welcoming and accepting, but

actually wouldn’t tolerate difference or weakness, and was ultimately dominated by Stanley and the

world that he represents. Another alternative view was that the community was seen as too flexible

and forgiving when it suited them, with particular regard to the treatment of women in the play.

However, there were a number of weaker responses, where candidates focused solely on the

setting itself, or wrote just about Blanche's journey into Elysian Fields. It is vitally important that

candidates read the statement and the question in tandem and make sure they respond specifically

to the question that has been posed.
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The candidate has engaged well with the

statement that 'Life in Elysian Fields is harsh and

unforgiving.' However, they have not addressed

the question and have instead launched into an

answer about the setting and about Blanche and

Stanley. These are points that could be used in a

response to the question about community, but

this has not been established by the candidate.

Read the question and the statement in tandem.

Give yourself time to plan a response and an

argument, before writing your answer in the exam.
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The candidate has developed an argument and

focused on both the statement and the question in

their response. Furthermore, there is effective

understanding of AO2 in evidence, through their

analysis of the stage directions. This is evidence of

consistent exploration and was a high level 4

response.

Effective analysis of stage directions is evidence of

understanding of the writer's craft.
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Question 11 

This was not the most popular question, as many candidates did not feel confident writing about a

minor character. However, those that did mostly produced thoughtful responses and clear and

relevant analysis of how she may be seen to symbolise the restrictions and hypocrisy of Victorian

society. Weaker answers looked at a couple of incidents in the play that featured Miss Prism, and

tended to describe her part. Context tended to be quite broad remarks about the role of women

and weaker responses struggled to decide what class she belonged to and where she might fit in to

the hierarchy.
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This is a strong level 4 response whereby the

candidate uses the proposition statement to

consistently explore Wilde's dramatic presentation

of the character and what Miss Prism symbolises in

the play. References are apt and demonstrate a

secure understanding of how meanings are

shaped by Wilde.

Consider all aspects of how a character is

presented, including their name, to demonstrate

your understanding of the writer's craft.
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Question 12 

This was the more popular question for The Importance of Being Earnest and tended towards a more

general consideration of both the male characters and the nature of late Victorian society.

‘Presentation of men’ was limited to Ernest and Algernon in weaker responses. Better answers went

as far to include the invisible Lord Bracknell, although a few became overly distracted by this and

reproduced pre-prepared material on Lady Bracknell.Once again the better answers focused more

on Wilde the playwright.Some of the biographical context was bolted-on and unnecessary, though

pertinent points were made about the double life and hypocrisy of Victorian men. Many candidates

commented on the audience being presented with images of themselves, with stronger reponses

arguing that Wilde is not really challenging expectations as most (upper class) men probably led

double lives or at least hid their vices in Victorian society.
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This candidate makes a consistently effective

argument throughout which utilises both the

proposition and the question. There is good

analysis of the presentation of men and Wilde's

purpose in doing this, with pertinent contextual

references to support. This candidate achieved a

level 5 for their answer.
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Question 13 

Unfortunately, there were no responses to this question.

Question 14 

Unfortunately, there were no responses to this question.

Question 15 

Unfortunately, there were no responses to this question.

Question 16 

Unfortunately, there was only a limited response to The Rover from centres this year.

Question 17 

There were only a few responses to Waiting for Godot overall, which is a shame as it is a rewarding

play to read and study. Candidates who had studied the play generally knew it well and wrote

confidently about the events of the play, though their analysis of Estragon's character fell into

surface descriptions. Candidates did write well about different theatrical productions, though there

was limited analysis of the context of the play, either literary and historical, which did limit

candidates ability to rise above level 3.
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Question 18 

Candidates who wrote about repetition in Waiting for Godot generally did better than those who

answered on Estragon. The question focused their attention on writing about the writer's craft, and

there were some insightful comments on post-war Europe, existentialism and Beckett's love of

Laurel and Hardy.
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This is a consistent argument that utilises good

critical viewpoints to help establish the candidate's

own argument. There is a good reference and

analysis of the writer's craft which provides

evidence of consistent understanding of how

meanings are shaped. The candidate comments on

different theatrical productions to help

demonstrate understanding of different readings

of the play. There is not quite the focus or

sophisticated expression for the highest marks,

and it is not always evaluative in its use of

alternative interpretations, but this is still a top

level 4 response.

Use critical viewpoints and readings of the play to

help establish your own viewpoint and position.
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Paper Summary
Based on their performance in this examination, candidates are offered the following advice:

Section A

More successful answers

consider the given theme carefully in selecting the poem for comparison

make clear at the outset the choice of second poem and the perceived links with the given poem

show a good understanding of both poems

provide an integrated comparison of the two poems

respond to the language, embedding details in the answer

explore the writer's craft with well chosen examples

maintain a clear focus on the question throughout

bring the argument to a clear conclusion.

Less successful answers

lack a clear introduction to the topic/poem

focus on detail with little sense of the poem(s) as a whole

make general or uncertain links between the poems

include a list of technical features but with no sense of impact on the overall meaning

have only a general understanding of the poem(s)

write too generally, lacking engagement with the poem(s)

lack balance in the treatment of the poems.

Section B

More successful answers

construct a carefully shaped argument in response to the question and the proposition

support the argument with precise detail from the play, exploring the writer's craft

show understanding of the play as drama, referring to stagecraft, stage directions, productions

seen

show a grasp of the overall nature and structure of the play
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use contextual information to develop and enhance the argument

consider different readings and interpretations and their impact on the overall impact of the play

make relevant reference to individual critics or schools of criticism

Less successful answers

write about characters as real people

consider the play as a story rather than drama

make sweeping generalisations about context

show little awareness of the dramatist's craft

fail to develop any clear alternative readings

focus on limited sections of the play

do not address the question or the proposition

It continues to be the case that examiners often struggle with candidates' handwriting. Candidates

should be reminded that clear writing in black pen will make it easier for the examiner to follow

their argument.
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Grade Boundaries
Grade boundaries for this, and all other papers, can be found on the website on this link:

http://www.edexcel.com/iwantto/Pages/grade-boundaries.aspx
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